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Introduction:

Since Pragmatics is a theory of language performance and language understan-
ding, it inescapably. overlaps with many neighboring areas of linguistics. Among
these related areas. there are pedagogica1linguistics and educationallinguistics that
are directly related with language learning and teaching. In language teaehing, social
interaction is very important because it is mostly culturaııy based, governing oor
choice of language. In this article, the clpse relationship between pragmatics, which
is another re1atedarea of linguistics, and language teaching, will be taken up. and the
results of such a beneficial conneetion will be analysed.

THE ESSEN CE OF PRAGMATICS

Pragmatics is dermed as the study of the meaning of language utterances with
respect to their contexts. in the mnke-upof meaning there are many bundtes of featu-
res because we foııow a great number of social rules which constraint the way we
speak since certain pragmatic factors always influence oor selectioo of sounds, voca-
bulary items. and other grammatical constructions. Pragmatics places emphasis on
reallanguage use. which necessitates the codification of the fuıı range of functions
of language in social contexts. That's why it overlaps with many other neighboring
areas of linguisties. Thus, this case boils down to the realisation of the fact that
Pragmaties unearthshow far the soica1and situational eontexts affect understanding
of language and its use. In addition, it expounds the pragmatic meaning, whieh is
the grasp of meaning from the array of sentenees in the eontext. just like the Natio-
nal-funetional approach tries to do, but which can be unearthed only by pragmatics
and its techniques.

THE COMPONENTS OF PRAGMA TIC S IN LANGUAGE
TEACHING

In the field of language waehing, pragmatics most not be confosed with seman-
ties. Semantics is a study of meaning whieh directly depends on the meaning of
words and linguistic constructions themselves, wheteas pragmatics handles the
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meaning of utterances that come from the contexL themselves. So pragmatics is one
step ahead of semantics. Theyare complementary to each other, the job of pragma-
tics startsout at the point where semantics ends up. In the field of language teac-
hing, pragmatics has important components, pragmalinguistics, psycboprag-
matics, and sociopragmatics. The analysis of these three areas yield to
valuable insight to language teaching.

THE FUNCTION OF PRAGRMALINGUISTICS

. The combinationof grammarwitbpragmaticshasproducedanareaof studycal-
100 pragmalinguistics. Pragmalinguisties produces practical explanations on gram-
mar, and tries to find tbe most suitable and practical structures for utteranees in a
language for teaching purposes. It is also a sub-branehof applied linguistics because
it tries to develop and recommend tbe best metbod of use in a language. So, pragra-
linguisties presents metbods and tbeories to be applied in language teaching, and
deseribes how we must use tbemin a language in a correct way. It has also shown a
good explanation of deixis.

THE FUNCTION OF SOCIOPRAGMATICS

Sociopragmatics is concerned witb the language leaming and acquisition of child-
ren and non-native leamers of foreign languages. It works witb informational source
and shows how tbis information can be praetieally and effectively uiilized. It also
brings tbeories, approaches, and principles to tbe language teaching area. It searches
how to prepare, organise or set a lesson plan. Also, it provides tbe ways of making
a lesson or a course design to be memorable, productive easily learnable, understan-
dable. Then, it contributes to metbolodogy. In addition, it provides implications,
testable background, and verification to material development in language teaching
eourses.

THE FUNCTION OF SOCIOPRAGMATICS

This is a recombination of sociolinguistics with pragmatics. It studies the local
conditions on language use, being a sociolügical interface of pragmaties. It uneartbs
the culture-specific baekground of language leaming. It emphasises how physical
setting is important in a teaching process of foreign languages. We must remember
here tbe words of B. Malinowsky: meaning is not a passiye contemplation of
thougbt but a clear-cut reference to a given culture, because each word is created by
that society to meet its societal needs in a specific contenl. Words come into being
through tbe need-fülling motive of each language.

Sociopragmatics also entails the assignment of varied values to tbe principles and
maxims used in a language. Moreover, it deals witb tbe group acquisition of a lan-
guage (sometbing like Community Language Learning, Total Physical Response,
ete). It is alsa concerned witb the commurucative use of language in different social
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situations. In addition, it clarifies the basic features and difficulties of the Speech Act
Theory of pragmatics and expounds the social diffucilties encountered in the act of
speech. In a way, it shows the ways of bestowing the words in~ their meaningful
settings so that words and their related associations fit into each other. Then, it fıils
in the gap where the grammatical rules fait to explain the speech acts.

Contrastive Pragmatics, on the other hand, is of great use to unsolve the cross~
cultural problems that give hard times to language leamers and teachers. Contrastive
pragmatics is highly, potential to provide beneficial information at the junctions
where in the grammatical rules fall short to clear the situations. Cultural values, set-
ting, and mannerisms.come in to remove this type of dead-ends in language teac-
hing. Thus, sociopragmatics, by nature, explains how, through our communicative
competence, we use linguistic features to make successful pragmatic matches bet-
weentheutterancesandverbalbehavior.

.

THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF PRAGMATICS TO LANGUAGE
TEACHING AREA

In this respect, one of the major contributions of pragmatics has been to direet
attention once again to actual language use, which was negleeted by Chomsky's
Transformational Generative Grammar (TGG hencefortb). That is why pragmatics
was set up to answer the short-comings of TGG in which the communicative com-
petence of a speaker is not very important than the comunicative performance. Be-
cause in TGG the native speaker knows the grammaticality of the sentences, can de-
teet ambiguiır, anomaly, synonymy of sentences, u he can utter an infınite number
of sentences: it is very elear thatTGG deals much more with communicative compe-
tence.

In a detailed and systematic attack on TGG, John W. Oller has questioned "the
validity and usefulness of such concepts as competence, deep structuresand surface
structures,and offered pragmatics as an alternatiye to TGG because it plaeed empha-
sis on reallanguage use. He wanted to see the notion of deep structurere-interpreted
as meanings, relation between situational settings (referents, actions, events, abstract
concepts, ete.) and linguistic forms rather than relations between sentences and un-
derlying sentences" (H.H. Stern, 1984: 177). Chomsky's basic assumption is that
language is a self contained system. 'Inborn ideas' constitute the basic ground for
language leaming. "But there is no discoverable relation between deep structuresand
situational setting. On this basis that I have proposed a pragmatic theory of langua-
ge as an alternatiye to Chomsky's TransformationalGenerative Grammar Approach"
John W. Oller, 1973: 47). Here the innate ideas look like the principles of associa-
tion and generalisation constructed into a complex sensory mechanism and an abs-
tract memory space." It is because of the relation which linguistic forms to extralin-
guistic settings that William Janies spoke of the' cash value of words'. This value is
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set by the rules of usage which govem what people say in order to convey meaning"
(John W. OIler, 1973: '47). Then, this type of pragmatic attitude reacts against
Chomskian generatiye grammar where in the ideal native speaker-hearer is not a
speaking subject but a mind (bom with a computer in the head) that identifies with
the neurobiological structureof the brain.

PRAGMA TlÇS AND SOME OTHER RELA TED AREAS

It is important to use the language creatively and correctly, to use words sen-
tences in both meaningful and structural settings. To achieve this aim, pragmatics
works with Applied Linguistics in in language teaching area. It supplies certain
theories, suggests the ways of practical usage in the classroom: so it is both a guide
and a safequard to language teaching since it helps in reforming and improving class-
room practices of language teachers.

Since pragmatics is a study of language use and context, the writing of practical
grammars is vivified through real language use. It answers such questions like,
which type of exercises would be appropriate to grammatical drills, at which levels
should they be prepared? Then it is very obvious.that pragmatics by nature is the
real backgroundfor the pedagogical grammars.

Pragmatics also stresses the importance of courses on speaking foreign langua-
ges. Then the students should lake part in class to develop his communicative com-
petence. So, "pragmatics defines the goal of teaching a language as inducing the stu-
dent not merely to manipulate the maingnless sound sequenhces, but to send and .
receive messages in the larget language. The necessary and sufficient means for ac-
hieving this objective is the involvement of the student in creative communication
in the larget language (John W. OIler, 1973: 47-48). This way pargmatics can provi-
de solutions to communication problems by searching methods principles for lan-
guage teaching to how do we teach to a leamer a language to communicate.

We can see the practical results of pragmatics on textbooks produced on notional-
functionallines. The concept, known as presuppositionor conversational implicatu-
re, derived from Philosophy, has entered the EFI.. textbook. In such dialogues, con-
versations foIlow a predictable format; by fiHing in the blanks type of attitude spea-
ker/hearers' tums are selected from a number of comminly used. tpes. By way of
pragmatic implicatures, better controlled dialogues can be deviced for conversation
classes. This is obviously a pragmatic analysis of daily, normal predictable language
usage.

According to John W. OIler, "Pragmatics has definite implications for theories of
language leaming and methods of Janguageteaching. With respeet to material cons-
truction, for instance, it indicates the structuresselected should be presented in mea-
ningful cOntexts where oral sequences of events are observed. It also indicates that
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pattem drills should be designed so that instead of manipulating purely abstract ele-
ments of a verbal ealcalus-usually apoint in syntax- .thestudent shoııld be using lan-'
guage in response to a paradigm of situations instead of concentrating on the words
coming out of his mouth, he should be thinking about his ideas in his head he wis-
hes to eommunicate" (John W. Oller, 1973: 47-48).

The differenciation made between semanties and pragmatic factors establishes a
natural basis for the explanation of same of the diffieulties in translations." For
many of the diffieulties whieh undoubtediy do arise in translating from language to
language, partieularly when eultures are involved are widely divergent, will no neces-
sarily affeet the universal status of semantie components, sinee these diffieu1ties
may be explained at the level of pragmaties, not by the formal mechanism of seman-
tic theory" (Ruht M. Kempson, 1977: 101)

In general, discourse analysis rules in expressing politeness; greetings, and other
verbal behavior, and all of whieh is of potential input for the language leamer to see
the differenees in the target language. For example, when German and English lan-
guages are compared it has been discovered thatGerman speakers in making requests
and eomplaints signifieantly behave more directly, and are ~ss polite than the Eng-
lish ones. In faet, among the European languages iL is the English language that
uses that uses the word please, as an expressian of kindness and respeet, the most
frequently in speech. "textual eonventions similarly vary in different languages: wrlt-
ten Arabie, for instance, makes llttle if any distinetionbetween senLeneesand parag-
rahps, and punetutation conventions, therefore, differ eonsiderably between Arabic
and English (Micheal Stubbs, 1988: 38).

In terms of Applied Pragmatics, it is very obvious that pragmaties has praetieal
and potential applieations to all fields with a stock in how utterancesare decoded and
then underskoad by language users and leamers. Being in close eantact with diseour-
se analysis, such fields alsa include the study of rhetorle and liLerature.It is because
of this inclination of pragmaties that this field or study is known the problem-
solving area of linguisties.

Pragmaties, by natureand by defınition, preaches praetieaHty,applieatability, and
usefu1ness to the purpose. For this reason iLhas a high potentialiLy to east light on
a prematureaceeptance and applieationof untestedeoneepts and theorles of sociolin-
guisties, pedagogieallinguisties, language planning, nationwide eurrieulum design
to edueational praetices. For intanee, around 1988s, Turkish Ministry of Education
had favored the Basamaklı Kur type of language teaehing design for the secondary
schoals and high schoals of Turkey, yet this practiee was not tried by the technicali-
ties of pragmaties, neither was there a pilot-applieation of it. The result of this na-
tionwide applieation of Basamaklı Kur was a great fıaseo, and sa many students suf-
fered from this inadequateeffieieney of the untestedmethodology. So, it is elear that
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pragmatics is an integral part of educationalIinguistics as well. Here, then, pragma-
tics has a task to point out the limitations of current approaches, language teaching
theories, and demonstrateand illuminate the empirica1basis for the working catego-
ries, techniqtıes, and methods utilized and practisedat alllevels of teaching.

CONSLUSION

The contribution of pragmatics to language teaching is, thus, undeniable. Prag-
matics, in essence, is a study of language and language teaching from the funetional
perspective; that is, the performance principles of language are practised. It is becau-
se of this reason thatpragmatics becomes a theory of Iinguistic performance and lan-
guage undersıanding. A clear case of su( ;ı an explanation is seen in the analysis of
the "cash value of words", which is established by the rules of usage. The "cash
value of words" is not only dependent on usage but also on different registers of lan-
guage such as situational setings, colloquial usage, jargons and others that heavily
depend on context. In addition, when the "cash value of words" are added up to the
words as an extra borden, the rules of usage. cannot be easily solved by the help
taken from pragmatics, which investigates the cases of meaning in the widest pos-
sible sense. it must be bom in mind that Speech Act Theory of pragmatics has been
very fruitful in explaining the attitudes of language users to arrive at the deep struc-
ture of the meaning of words.

Pragmalinguistics, psychopragmatics, and sociopragmatics produce highly va-
luable material for language teachers to promote their langage teaching activities by
practical and appIicable techniques, methods,and approaches.They also show benefi-
cial direetions in reformingand improving the classroom practice. They even help
the speech pathologists to advance the cases of brain-damaged patients. So, pragma-
tics has taken down ~e barriers between language and language production. It has
also prepared the collapse of the TGG grammar which abstracted the ideal native
speaker/hearer by receiving help from textlinguistics and discoorse analysis which,
too, refused the limitatiton of linguistics to sentence grammar.
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